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Lesson 3. THE LIVING WATERS 
 
Purpose: a) To enable the child to realize that there is water that you can see 
  and water that you can’t see. 
 

b) To introduce the “second day” of Creation. 
 
Materials needed: A damp cloth,  
   a dry cloth,  
   a glass of water,  
   an atomizer 
 
Presentation:  1) Remind the children that on the “first day” God separated 
    the darkness from the light so that we could see. 
 
   2) Show them the wet cloth and ask them what they “see.” 
 
   3) Tell them that there is something about this cloth that is 
    still “in the darkness”…something about this cloth that  
    they still don’t know. 
 
   4) Ask them if there is another way of “bringing it out of the  
    darkness,” other than with their eyes. 
 

5) If they have forgotten, remind them that they can feel 
    what it is.  
 

6) Let them touch the damp cloth, and if they don’t respond  
    with “It’s wet,” ask them if it feels wet to them. 
 

7) Explain that it feels wet because there is water in it, water 
that they can’t see with their eyes, but can feel with their 
hands. 

 
8) Show them a glass of water and ask what is in the glass. 
 
9) Tell them that the glass holds water that we can see with 

our eyes, but the cloth held water that we couldn’t see 
with our eyes…two kinds of water, the kind we can see 
and the kind we can feel. 

 
   10) Spray the atomizer over them and watch the water  
    disappear. (They will feel it as it touches them.) 
 
   11) Explain that on the “second day,” after God separated the 
    darkness from the light, He separated the waters…the  
    kind you could see with you eyes from the kind you could 
    feel…and put Heaven between them. 
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Activity:  Do the “Pouring Exercises” after the lesson. 
 
 
Song: The Creation Song, verses 1 and 2,  
  while the children work or play with the equipment: 
 
2. But still He wasn’t through. 
 It then became day “two.” 
 He spent the day by separating waters. 
 The ones high up above, 
 The ones far down below, 
 And Heaven was between them Don you know? 
 Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah. 
 


